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Introduction

Decades of vision research has shown that objects are discrete units of visual attentional selection and information processing (Duncan, 1984; Luck and Vogel, 1997; Scholl, 2001). In particular, there exists an object-based processing benefit such that, when attention is directed to one object feature, all other features of that object may be registered, even when these unattended features are task irrelevant. For example, O’Craven et al. (1999) observed higher functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) response unique to feature X when attention was directed to feature Y of the same object than when feature X was located on a completely unattended object. To explain this benefit, researchers argued that different object features can be processed and retained independently and that the object benefit results from features not competing with each other for the same processing resources (Allport, 1971; Wheeler and Treisman, 2002; Xu, 2002a). As such, a task-irrelevant feature may be registered for free when attention is directed to another feature of the same object.

Meanwhile, our visual system is capacity limited and can only process a small amount of visual information at any given time. Given this constraint, it would be highly advantageous for our visual system to only process what is most relevant to the current task and goal of the observer. Indeed, two recent studies found that a task-irrelevant object feature might not be processed when observers were asked to encode another feature from the same object. Woodman and Vogel (2008) found that the rate of information consolidation (Vogel et al., 2006) as well as the event-related potential (ERP) response amplitude signaling the amount of information retained (Vogel and Machizawa, 2004) differed when observers encoded and retained just the color, just the shape, or the conjunction of these features from each object. Serences et al. (2009) found that fMRI response pattern in the primary visual area only carried information about the task-relevant, but not the task-irrelevant, feature. These studies show that object-based processing is not automatic and observers seem to be able to exert control over which object features are encoded and retained. This is consistent with feature-based information processing (Maunsell and Treue, 2006).

Thus, although some previous studies have left the impression that object-based processing is omnipresent, others have failed to find this effect. How do we reconcile these seemingly conflicting results? More importantly, under what conditions does object-based processing occur? How does the encoding demand of a task-relevant feature affect the encoding of a task-irrelevant feature from the same object? To address these questions, the present study used fMRI and examined the processing of a task-irrelevant feature while manipulating the encoding demand of another feature from the same object.

Materials and Methods

Participants

Eight paid observers participated in each of the three experiments. There were five, three, and three females in experiments 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Three observers (one female) participated in all three experiments, one observer (female) participated in both experiments 1 and 2, and one observer (female) participated in both experiments 1 and 3. Observers were recruited from the Yale University community with informed consent. They were aged between 18 and 35, right-handed, and had normal or corrected to normal visual acuity and normal color vision. The study was approved by the Yale University School of Medicine Human Investigation Committee.

An additional observer (male) was tested in experiment 1 and another one (female) was tested in experiment 2. Data from these two observers...
were excluded from the analyses because of extremely low behavioral performance at display set size 6 (they retained <0.5 color of the six colors presented). These observers most likely gave up entirely on the set size 6 displays, making their fMRI data difficult to interpret. An additional observer (male) was tested in experiment 3. However, this observer reported that he was extremely sleepy during the scan. Consistent with this self-report, this observer retained <0.5 color when only one color was present in the display (a rather easy condition). As such, his data were excluded from the analysis.

Design and procedure

Experiment 1. In each trial, observers viewed a sample display containing one, two, or six colored shapes around the central fixation. After a brief blank delay, they judged whether the centrally presented color probe in the test display matched one of the sample colors (see Fig. 2A). Verbal suppression was not used in this experiment because with a visual short-term memory (VSTM) retention interval this brief, verbal recording of the visual stimulus is rather unlikely (Vogel et al., 2001).

Seven distinctive object shapes, as in the study by Xu and Chun (2006), experiment 4, and seven distinctive colors (red, green, blue, cyan, yellow, white) as in the study by Xu (2007) were used (see Fig. 2A). All displays subtended 13.7° of visual angle and were presented on a light gray background. A given object subtended maximally 3.1° × 3.1° of visual angle. Each trial lasted 6 s and consisted of fixation (1000 ms), sample display (200 ms), blank delay (1000 ms), test display/response period (2500 ms), and response feedback (1500 ms) with either a happy face (correct response) or a sad face (incorrect response) at fixation. There were also blank fixation trials in which only a fixation dot was present throughout the 6 s trial duration. Trial presentation order was pseudorandom and balanced in a run (Todd and Marois, 2004; Xu and Chun, 2006). Each observer was tested with two runs, each containing 15 trials for each display condition and lasting 7 min and 9 s.

Experiment 2. This experiment used the same stimuli and design as those of experiment 1, except that observers retained the colored shapes for an extended memory delay period. To prevent verbal recoding of the visual stimuli over the long delay period, observers covertly rehearsed four digits repeatedly throughout each trial (Luck and Vogel, 1997; Todd and Marois, 2004; Xu and Chun, 2006). Following the study by Xu and Chun (2006), experiment 4, a given trial lasted 18 s and consisted of blank fixation (1000 ms), sequential presentation of four different blue digits at the center (250 ms/each), blank fixation (2500 ms), sample display (200 ms), delay period (8300 ms), color probe and response period (2000 ms), color response feedback (500 ms), test digits (presented simultaneously in green color) and response period (2000 ms), and digit response feedback (500 ms). There were also blank fixation trials in which only the digit task, but not the color VSTM task, was present during the trial. As in experiment 1, the presentation order of the different trial types was pseudorandom and balanced in a run (Todd and Marois, 2004; Xu and Chun, 2006). The superior IPS ROI was defined as voxels that showed a behavioral regression coefficient for each set size weighted by the corresponding behavioral 

Data analysis

fMRI methods. Observers lay on their back inside a Siemens Trio 3T scanner and viewed the backprojected liquid crystal display with a mirror mounted inside the headcoil. Stimulus presentation and behavioral response collection were controlled by an Apple Powerbook G4 running Matlab with Psychtoolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). Standard protocols were followed to acquire the anatomical images. A gradient echo pulse sequence (echo time, 25 ms; flip angle, 90°; matrix, 64 × 64) was used for both the main experiments and the localizer scans, with repetition times of 1.5 and 2.0 s, respectively, for the blocked and the event-related runs. Twenty-four 5-mm-thick (3.75 × 3.75 mm in-plane, 0 mm skip) axial slices parallel to the anterior commissure–posterior commissure line were collected.

Peak responses were derived by collapsing the time courses for all the conditions and determining the time point of greatest signal amplitude in the averaged response. This was done separately for each observer in each ROI. The resulting peak responses were then averaged across observers.
To confirm that the superior IPS localizer indeed successfully localized the parietal regions that track the maximal number of items an observer can encode and retain from a visual display (Todd and Marois, 2004; Xu and Chun, 2006, 2007), whereas Figure 1, right, plots peak fMRI responses of this localizer from the superior IPS ROI that it localized. Because a fixation condition was not included in this localizer scan, these peak fMRI responses were obtained by using the fixation trials at the beginning and at the end of the run as baselines to calculate the percentage signal changes compared with fixation (consequently, response amplitudes were higher here than what have been reported previously). The response patterns were identical between the behavioral and the fMRI measures, with both showing a response increase with increasing display set size and a response plateau at about set size 4. These results are not surprising given how the superior IPS ROI was localized. Nonetheless, they confirm and replicate previous findings and show that the superior IPS localizer was successful in localizing the superior IPS ROI reported in previous studies (Todd and Marois, 2004; Xu and Chun, 2006; Xu, 2007). Errors shown are within-subject SEs.

To understand how task-irrelevant object features are processed, the present study took advantage of the fMRI response signatures in the superior IPS and the LOC in VSTM tasks. Specifically, observers were asked to encode and retain various number of object colors in VSTM and object shapes were task irrelevant. If the shape of an object is always processed together with the color of that object because of object-based selection and processing, then as the number of successfully encoded colors increases resulting in increased superior IPS response, LOC response should also increase. However, if task-irrelevant information processing is modulated by the encoding demand of the primary task, then task-irrelevant shape processing should be present when the color-encoding demand is low and attenuated when such demand is high. In a third possibility, if observers can control which object features are processed via feature-based attention (Maunsell and Treue, 2006) and task-irrelevant shapes are not processed at all, then LOC response should remain flat, independent of the color-encoding demand.

Experiment 1: VSTM color task with a short-delay period In this fMRI study, observers were presented with a sample display containing one, two, or six objects for 200 ms. Each object had a unique color and a unique shape. After a brief blank delay of 1000 ms, they judged whether the centrally presented test probe matched in color with one of the objects in the sample display (Fig. 2A). The encoding of object colors, but not their shapes, was task relevant.

Behavior results To evaluate observers’ behavioral performance, Cowan’s K formula (Cowan, 2001) was used to transform behavioral change detection accuracies into VSTM capacity estimates (values of K) as a function of display set size. The number of object colors retained in VSTM increased with increasing display set sizes (values of $p < 0.05$ for all pairwise comparisons). Observers were able to retain maximally about three colors in VSTM (Fig. 2B, left).

fMRI results For each observer, fMRI responses from the VSTM task were overlaid onto that observer’s independently localized superior IPS and LOC ROIs (Xu and Chun, 2006). Peak fMRI responses from these ROIs were extracted in each observer and then averaged across observers (Fig. 2B, right). The overall superior IPS response pattern mirrored that of the behavioral VSTM capacity measure, such that the response was
low for set size 1, medium for set size 2, and high for set size 6 displays (values of $p < 0.05$ for all pairwise comparisons). Because superior IPS response has been shown to track the amount of object information held in VSTM rather than overall task difficulty or the total amount of visual stimuli in a display (Todd and Marois, 2004; Xu and Chun, 2006; Xu, 2007), this result indicated that more color information was encoded and retained in the superior IPS when display set size increased from one to two to six.

The overall LOC response pattern differed from that of the superior IPS and the behavioral measure: LOC responses for set size 1 and 6 displays did not differ from each other ($p > 0.86$), and were both lower than that for set size 2 displays (values of $p < 0.05$). Thus, more shape information was processed when the color-encoding demand increased from one to two, showing an object-based processing benefit for a task-irrelevant feature and replicating previous findings (O’Craven et al., 1999). As the color-encoding demand increased from two to six, however, shape processing seemed to be attenuated and possibly suppressed, with the presence of six object shapes elicited less LOC response than that of two such shapes. This is in sharp contrast to the increase in response seen in the superior IPS ($p < 0.001$ for the interaction between the two brain regions and the two set sizes). Note that, when these object shapes were task relevant in another study (Xu and Chun, 2006), LOC response was capable of increasing from set size 2 to 6. The absence of such response increase here suggests that object-based shape processing was modulated by the encoding demand of the primary task, such that not all the irrelevant shapes can be processed together with their colors when the color-encoding demand was high.

### Experiment 2: VSTM color task with a long-delay period

A VSTM task contains three distinctive stages: encoding, maintenance, and retrieval/comparison. Where does the object-based processing occur? Is it present during both feature encoding and maintenance, or only during encoding? These questions could not be answered in experiment 1 because of the brief delay period used and the lag in fMRI responses. To address this question, this experiment repeated the design of experiment 1 but with a VSTM delay period of 8300 ms instead of 1000 ms following Xu and Chun (2006), experiment 3 and Todd and Marois (2004). When object shapes were directly attended in a previous study, persistent set size-dependent delay period activity was observed in the LOC (Xu and Chun, 2006). Thus, whether such persistent activity is present or not in the LOC would indicate whether the processing of task-irrelevant shape information is long-lasting or short-lived.

### Behavior results

As in experiment 1, behavioral performance was transformed into VSTM capacity estimates. The number of object colors retained in VSTM increased with increasing display set sizes (values of $p < 0.05$ for all pairwise comparisons). Observers were able to retain maximally about three colors in VSTM (Fig. 3, left), similar to what was found in experiment 1.

### fMRI results

As in experiment 1, for each observer, fMRI responses from the VSTM task were overlaid onto that observer’s independently localized superior IPS and LOC ROIs, and the resulting time courses were averaged and plotted in Figure 3, right. There were two peaks in the fMRI time course plots, corresponding to the presentation of the sample and the test displays, respectively (Fig. 3, right). Each time point from the rise of the first peak to the rise of the second peak (i.e., from time points 10.5 to 19.5 s) was examined, and the resulting pairwise comparisons for the three display conditions were reported in Tables 1 and 2.
In the superior IPS, significant pairwise differences were observed around the first peak as well as between the two peaks in the time course data. This indicates that different amount of color information was represented in the superior IPS from the three display conditions during both VSTM encoding and maintenance (Fig. 3, right; Table 1), consistent with behavioral VSTM capacity measures as well as previous fMRI findings (Todd and Marois, 2004; Xu and Chun, 2006).

In the LOC, significant pairwise results were only observed around the first peak of the time course data (Fig. 3, right; Table 2), showing that differences between the display conditions were only present during VSTM encoding but not during the delay period. Specifically, during encoding, responses were lower for set size 1 than for either set size 2 or 6 displays, with no difference between the latter two. That is, more shape information was encoded when the color-encoding demand increased from one to two, but this effect plateaued when the color-encoding demand increased further from two to six. Thus, the object-based processing benefit is modulated by the encoding demand of the primary task, such that task-irrelevant shapes could not always be encoded together with their colors, consistent with the findings of experiment 1.

During the delay period, none of the pairwise comparisons reached significance in the LOC, indicating that the object-based processing effect was transient and not retained over a long delay period in this brain area. Note that this is not because LOC response could not be sustained during the VSTM delay period. When shapes were directly attended, LOC response has been shown to be sustained during the delay period (Xu and Chun, 2006). Moreover, although the encoding signal was equivalent for the set size 1 displays in both the superior IPS and the LOC, the former remained above baseline during the delay period, whereas the latter returned to baseline in the same time period. Thus, the differences in results between the two brain regions cannot be attributable to a greater signal during encoding returning to baseline more slowly (in the superior IPS) than a smaller signal (in the LOC). Instead, the response pattern indicated that there was indeed sustained delay period activity in the superior IPS, but not in the LOC.

In experiment 1, LOC response was lower for the set size 6 than for the set size 2 displays. This difference, however, was not found in this study. In experiment 1, because of the brief delay period used, observers had to quickly consolidate the encoded color information into VSTM and be ready to perform change detection on the upcoming color probe. The urgency of these closely spaced operations might have caused less shape processing or even suppression in the LOC to decrease the competition between color and shape encoding at set size 6 when all the processing resources were needed for color encoding. In this study, there was ample time to consolidate the encoded color information into VSTM. Moreover, even if the irrelevant shape features were encoded, they would quickly decay if no attempt was made to actively maintain them in VSTM. As such, it might not be necessary to actively suppress shape encoding in the LOC. This may explain the discrepancies seen in these two studies.

Experiment 3: VSTM short-delay task with color and shape repetition

There were two possible concerns for the results of experiments 1 and 2. The first concern is that, because it was more attentional demanding to encode the colors of two than one shape, this attentional elevation could have increased responses in multiple brain areas without necessarily signaling the encoding of more shapes in the LOC. In other words, the increase in LOC response...
When set size increased from 1 to 2 might entirely be attributable to this attentional elevation rather than object-based encoding of the task-irrelevant shapes at low color-encoding load. This account, however, cannot explain why LOC response failed to increase further when the attentional demand for color encoding increased continuously from set size 2 to 6.

The second concern for the results of experiments 1 and 2 is that, because more objects were present at set size 6 than at set size 2, there might have been a stronger neural competition for stimulus representation at set size 6, and this could reduce the LOC response. In other words, the failure of LOC response to increase further from set size 2 to 6 in both experiments might have been attributable to neural competition at a higher set size, rather than a reduced object-based encoding at the higher encoding load for the task-relevant object feature.

Both neurophysiological and fMRI studies have shown that multiple objects compete for neural representation (Desimone and Duncan, 1995; Kastner et al., 1998; Reynolds et al., 1999; Beck and Kastner, 2005). Furthermore, when attention is directed to multiple items simultaneously, I found in a previous fMRI study that four different shapes invoked much stronger LOC response than the same objects presented sequentially (Xu, 2009). The failure of LOC response to increase further when the attentional demand for color encoding does exist, then the task-irrelevant shape and color features were more strongly encoded at lower set sizes than at higher set sizes. This is consistent with the object-based encoding account of whether one or six unique shapes were present.

In experiments 1 and 2, because attention was directed to each colored shape to encode its color and thus each object was attended, neural competition should have been overcome and resulting in a stronger LOC response for six than for two shapes, yielding a result similar to that of Xu and Chun (2006). The failure of obtaining such a result indicated that it seemed unlikely that neural competition between the items played a role in these two studies.

To examine the attentional account and to confirm that neural competition did not play a role in experiments 1 and 2, in this experiment, observers attended the colors of six shapes. These shapes contained either a total of one unique shape and one unique color, a total of six unique shapes and six unique colors, a total of six unique shapes and six unique colors, or a total of six unique shapes and six unique colors (for some examples, see Fig. 4A).

If task-irrelevant object features are not encoded at low color-encoding load, LOC response would be identical when one unique color was encoded regardless of whether one or six unique shapes were present. However, if such object-based encoding does exist, then one color appearing on six unique shapes would evoke a stronger LOC response than one color appearing on six identical shapes. At high color-encoding load, both accounts would predict that the LOC response would be similar regardless of whether one or six unique shapes were present.

If neural competition plays a role in representing multiple shapes, according to Beck and Kastner (2007), six different shapes would not invoke a stronger response than six identical shapes in the LOC, independent of the color-encoding load. However, if object-based encoding of the task-irrelevant feature is modulated by the encoding demand of the task-relevant color, then six different shapes would invoke a stronger LOC response than six identical shapes only at low, but not at high, color-encoding load.

Behavior results
As in experiments 1 and 2, behavioral performance was transformed into VSTM capacity estimates (Fig. 4, bottom left). The
number of object colors retained in VSTM increased as the number of colors in the display increased from one to six (value of \( p < 0.001 \) for all pairwise comparisons between one-color and six-color displays). When observers encoded one color from the display, performance did not differ between whether six identical or six different shapes were present (\( F < 1 \)); similarly, when observers encoded six colors from the display, performance did not differ either between whether six identical or six different shapes were present (\( F < 1 \)). There was no interaction between the color-encoding load and shape identity (\( F < 1 \)).

fMRI results

As in experiment 1, for each observer, fMRI responses from the VSTM task were overlaid onto that observer’s independently localized superior IPS and LOC ROIs. Peak fMRI responses from these ROIs were extracted in each observer and then averaged across observers (Fig. 4, bottom right).

The overall superior IPS response pattern mirrored that of the behavioral VSTM capacity measure. Response was lower when only one than when six colors were present in the displays (values of \( p < 0.05 \) for all pairwise comparisons between one-color and six-color displays), indicating that more color information was encoded and retained in the superior IPS when the color-encoding load increased from one to six. Whether six identical or six different shapes were present in the display, however, had no effect on color encoding (\( F < 1 \)), and there was no interaction between the color-encoding load and shape identity (\( F < 1 \)). This shows that the task-irrelevant shape information was not retained in the superior IPS regardless of the color-encoding load.

The LOC response pattern differed from that of the superior IPS. Specifically, there was a significant interaction between the color-encoding load and shape identity (\( p < 0.05 \)). When only one color was present in the display, response was lower for six identical than for six different shapes (\( p < 0.05 \)). Note that this cannot be because fewer shapes were attended in the identical than in the all different condition. To do so, one would have already attended and encoded all the shapes to know whether they were all identical or not. When six colors were present in the display, however, response did not differ between whether six identical or six different shapes were present (\( F < 1 \)). Note that this is not because LOC response could not increase any higher. When a blocked fMRI design was used and when shapes were directly attended, LOC response amplitude could easily double (Xu, 2008) compared with what was reported here with an event-related design. These results show that the task-irrelevant shapes were encoded by the LOC at the low, but not at the high, color-encoding load, consistent with the findings from experiments 1 and 2.

Given that the same number of shapes was present in all the conditions, the LOC result further indicates that neural competition between items did not play a role in the present study. Interestingly, when only one unique shape was present, LOC response was higher for encoding six than for encoding just one color (\( p < 0.05 \)). Because it was more attentional demanding to encode more colors, this attentional elevation seemed to have modulated responses in the LOC. Thus, the LOC response from experiments 1 and 2 for set size 2 displays could have contained both attention and shape encoding-related activations. Even though the attentional demand for color encoding increased further from set size 2 to 6, LOC response failed to increase further in those experiments. This suggests that shape encoding must have been greatly suppressed at set size 6 to cancel entirely (experiment 1) or partially (experiment 2) any attention-induced LOC response increase.

To summarize, in the present experiment, when the attentional demand was equated at low color-encoding load, six different shapes evoked a stronger LOC response than six identical shapes. At high color-encoding load, although LOC response was capable of rising much higher, six different shapes did not evoke a stronger LOC response than six identical shapes. Thus, whereas the object-based encoding of the task-irrelevant shapes was present at low color-encoding load, it was absent at high color-encoding load, replicating the results of experiments 1 and 2.

Discussion

To determine when object-based processing may or may not occur, the present fMRI study varied the overall task encoding load and examined the processing of object shapes when attention was directed to object colors. Specifically, the processing of unattended object shapes was assessed by measuring fMRI responses in the LOC, a brain area involved in object shape representation. In three experiments, it was found that, whereas object-based processing was present at low color-encoding load, it was attenuated or even suppressed at high color-encoding load. This effect could not be explained by an attentional effect or stronger neural competition at higher display set size (see experiment 3). Instead, these results show that object-based processing is not always free and automatic. But rather, it depends on the encoding demand of the task-relevant object feature.

Interestingly, even when the task-irrelevant shapes were encoded by the LOC, experiment 3 showed that this information was not processed and retained in the superior IPS, a brain area involved in VSTM information encoding and storage (Todd and Marois, 2004; Xu and Chun, 2006; Xu, 2007). Thus, although the object-based shape encoding may be automatic and obligatory under low color-encoding load in higher visual areas, this is not the case for information processing in the parietal cortex. The superior IPS seems to process only the task-relevant features, consistent with a previous fMRI result [Xu and Chun (2006), experiment 1] and related neurophysiological findings (Toth and Assad, 2002; Freedman and Assad, 2006).

Another major finding of the present study is that the object-based processing of the task-irrelevant feature is transient. Experiment 2 showed that the processing of the task-irrelevant shape features was short lasting and quickly decayed when no attempt was made to sustain it. Thus, although object-based shape processing at low color-encoding load may be initially automatic and obligatory, observers can exert control over which object information is retained for a prolonged period of time.

Object-based encoding: under what condition does it occur?

Although some previous studies have reported object-based processing, others have failed to find such benefit. How do we resolve these discrepancies? O’Craven et al. (1999) asked observers to perform a simple one-back repetition detection on the task-relevant object feature. Because the primary task was relatively easy and the stimulus encoding load was low, consistent with the present results, O’Craven et al. found object-based processing for the task-irrelevant features.

Compared with O’Craven et al. (1999), both Woodman and Vogel (2008) and Serences et al. (2009) used much harder tasks. In the behavioral study of Woodman and Vogel (2008), initial stimulus presentation was always masked and observers could retain no more than two of the three objects shown. In their ERP study, performance again was not at ceiling, Woodman and...
Vogel (2008) thus might have used a task with a high stimulus encoding load that completely suppressed the encoding of the task-irrelevant feature right from the onset of the stimulus display. This is consistent with the LOC results from experiment 1 for set size 6 displays. Serences et al. (2009) titrated task difficulty for each observer until a criterion level of performance of ~75% correct was reached. Moreover, this study averaged neural responses over a long delay period. Thus, under a higher encoding load for the task-relevant stimulus and over a long delay period, the object-based processing benefit was not found. This is again consistent with the present findings.

Unlike the studies by Woodman and Vogel (2008) and Serences et al. (2009), however, the present study finds that, when the encoding demand of the task-relevant feature was low, automatic and obligatory object-based processing of the task-irrelevant feature did exist during the initial stimulus encoding. Thus, compared with previous findings, the present study delineates conditions in which object-based processing may or may not occur and provides a plausible account for the discrepancies among previous studies.

Presently, it is unknown whether task-relevant and task-irrelevant features are encoded with the same resolution during object-based processing. When it is task relevant, object shapes need to be encoded in sufficient resolution to support later memory recognition; when it is task irrelevant, however, it is unclear whether shapes are still encoded in such fine resolution, or whether they are only coarsely encoded. If the latter is true and task-irrelevant coarse shape features are encoded together with the task-relevant color features, then a faster ERP time course (reflecting feature encoding and consolidation) could be obtained for encoding color than for encoding shape. This may contribute to the ERP results reported by Woodman and Vogel (2008). Additional studies are needed to address this question to allow us to fully understand how task-irrelevant object features are encoded during object-based processing.

Object-based encoding and perceptual load manipulation
Experiment 2 showed that the processing of the task-irrelevant shape features was short lasting and quickly decayed when no attempt was made to sustain it. This suggests that the object-based encoding in the LOC reflects perceptual and attentional processes, which appear to be automatic, rather than memory processes, which appear to be under voluntary control. Because this object-based encoding of the task-irrelevant features in the LOC depends on the encoding load of the task-relevant feature, it is similar to the effect described by the perceptual load theory, which reports that increasing the perceptual load of target perception decreases distractor processing (Lavie and Tsai, 1994; Lavie, 1995, 2005; de Fockert et al., 2001; Handly et al., 2001; Lavie et al., 2004).

The present study, however, differs from previous studies on perceptual load in an important way. In previous studies, there was usually a spatial separation between target and distractors. It has been argued that “reduced distractor processing in high perceptual load might be attributable to narrowing of a spatial attention window around the target space, effectively excluding stimuli outside it” (Lavie, 2005). Here, the task-irrelevant shape features were on the same objects containing the task-relevant color features. If anything, task-irrelevant shapes should have been attended more at the high than at the low color-encoding load. And yet, shape encoding was attenuated at high load. This finding cannot be explained by size differences of the visual attentional window at different loads. Rather, the capacity limita-
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